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Sammanfattning 
Denna rapport undersöker möjliga lösningar för att testa en kommunikationsstack. 
Kommunikationsstacken är en del av Scanias kommunikationsmodul SCOMM. Modulen 
hanterar diagnostisk kommunikation över CAN och ska följa standarderna för detta.  Lösningar 
utvärderas utifrån tre aspekter och hur kommunikationsstacken är implementerad. Dessa 
utvärderingsaspekter är testtäckning, användarvänlighet och integration. Baserat på resultatet 
från utvärderingen så har en testkomponent implementerats. Den här rapporten presenterar 
modeller, resultat från utvärderingen samt exempel på test skript. 

Testkomponenten utför endast funktionell testning vilket medför att det är svårt att härleda någon 
matematisk modell för att beräkna testtäckning. Därför görs en djupare undersökning i befintliga 
verktyg som kan förbättra testkvalitén och hjälpa till att beräkna täckning. Ett exempel är 
inlärningsbaserad testning som tillåter automatisk generering av testfall. Senare forskning inom 
området har lett till utvecklingen av ett verktyg, kallat LBTest. LBTest har använts i ett par 
fallstudier som visar att verktyget har stora potentialer. Frågan som ställts var huruvida SCOMM 
kan dra nytta av verktyget, vilket är möjligt i viss mån. I utvärderingen har vi tagit ställning till 
resultaten från fallstudierna, användarvänligheten samt hur SCOMM används. Vi föreslår även 
förbättringar som skulle kunna öka dess användning. Slutligen kan vi konstatera att LBTest har 
en ljus framtid och har potentialen att bana en ny väg inom mjukvarutestning.  
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Abstract 
This thesis investigates possible solutions for testing a communication stack. The 
communication stack is a part of a communication module at Scania CV AB which is called 
SCOMM. This module handles diagnostic communication over CAN and shall conform to CAN-
related ISO standards. We evaluate these solutions based on three aspects and how the stack is 
implemented. These three aspects are test coverage, ease of use and integration. Based on these 
evaluations, a test component has been implemented. We present models, resulting from the 
evaluation as well as test scripts examples. 

This test component performs black box testing which raised the question of how to define 
coverage for something that is hidden. It is hard to devise a decent mathematical model from 
something that is unknown. Therefore we make further investigations in existing tools that may 
increase test quality and help in finding reliable coverage metrics. E.g. we investigate learning 
based testing which allows automated test case generation. One outcome of LBT research is a 
tool called LBTest. LBTest is the first testing tool combining automata learning methods with 
model checker based test case generation. So far, research concerning the performance of 
LBTest, are positive. Therefore, this tool was worth looking into and we tried to answer these 
two questions. Could this tool improve SCOMMs testing and are there any improvements that 
would give the tool the right prerequisites, to be more useful? When evaluating the results from 
LBTest case studies, its ease of use and the system of SCOMM, we made the following 
conclusion: Yes it may be useful to test the communication stack.  

With these conclusions, LBTest has a bright future with a lot of areas of use and may be might 
be a solution for the famous test coverage problem that concerns black box testers.   
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NOMENCLATURE 

Below follows a list of abbreviations used in this report. 

Abbreviations 

API Application Programming Interface 

BS Block Size 

BVA Boundary Value Analysis 

CAN Controller Area Network 

CF Consecutive Frame 

CTS Continue To Send 

ECT Equivalence Class Testing 

ECU Electronic Control Unit 

FC Flow Control 

FS Flow Status 

FF First Frame 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

IDE Integrated Development Environment 

ISO International Organization for Standardization 

IUT Implementation under Test 

KWP Key Word Protocol 

LBTEST Learning Based Testing Tool  

LT Lower Tester 

LTL Linear Temporal Logic 

.NET Software Framework for Microsoft Windows 

OSI Open Systems Interconnection 

PLTL Propositional Linear Temporal Logic 

SCOMM Scania Communication Module 

SF Single Frame 

SUT System under Test 

TCL Tool Command Language 

TTCN-3 Testing and Test Control Notation version 3 
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UDS Unified Diagnostic Services 

UT Upper Tester 

VCI Vehicle Communication Interface 

XML Extensible Markup Language 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

This report is a result from a master thesis of 30 ECTS, conducted at Scania CV AB, in a group 
called RESC. The main topic is software testing, which is known to be crucial, during and after, 
software development. It eliminates unnecessary bugs and failures that would cost the developer 
time and money to fix afterwards. There are basically two types of testing methods that are often 
spoken about; black box testing and white box testing (a.k.a. glass box testing). In white box 
testing, the interior of a system is known, and tested, i.e. all statements, branches, paths and 
conditions of a code. The opposite of white box is black box. Black box testing focuses only on 
the input and output of a system, considering the system as a black box with no knowledge of the 
code.  

This thesis will only consider black box testing. Examples of black box testing are functional 
test, stress test, smoke test, regression test and conformance test. The last two are relevant for 
this thesis and will be described in Section 2.2. Further theoretical background information will 
be described in Section 2. One part of this thesis was to create a new test component, that can be 
integrated in an existing test framework and allow automated regression tests. To understand the 
background, goal and delimitations, see Section 1. Section 1 also presents the novelty of this 
thesis. Section 3 describes the requirement specification, the design and implementation of the 
test component.  

Test coverage is one of the evaluation aspects of this thesis. How do we measure test quality? 
This differs depending on the testing methodology and technology. To answer that question, we 
need to know the basic requirements of these methodologies and technologies. There exists a 
testing tool at KTH and Scania called the LBTest. It is based on an incremental learning 
algorithm, model checking and temporal logic. The tool is currently used by the group called 
REVE at Scania. In this thesis, a conducted study tries to answer the following questions: (1) in 
what way could this tool improve the team’s testing? (2) Are there any improvements that would 
give the tool the right prerequisites, to be more useful for the team? These important questions 
are being discussed as well as the result of the study in Section 4.1-4.2 and 5.1-5.2. Those two 
questions have invoked an additional question. How is a good testing approach characterized? 
These questions are answered in the theoretical framework. 

1.1 Background 

A modern vehicle consists of many control systems that use sensors to discover faults and errors. 
The discovery of errors, results in an error code which identifies the problem and its source. 
SCOMM is Scania’s component for handling diagnostic communication with ECUs (Electronic 
control units) in their products (truck, bus, engines). It works as a layer between the vehicles 
CAN-bus and a PC. It is a common component for production, aftermarket and lab tools. 
Therefore it is crucial that the component has the same behaviour when communicating with real 
ECUs throughout all releases. Since the component is a central part of communicating with the 
vehicles, the requirements are huge. SCOMM is automatically regression tested by Scania’s own 
developed test framework. The existing test framework replaces the communication stack with a 
test layer, leaving the communication stack untested. 
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1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to fulfil the need of testing SCOMM’s communication stack by 
implementing a component that allows black box tests. This component is evaluated based on 
three aspects mentioned in 1.4. One of the aspects is test coverage which is hard to measure on 
something that is hidden. That is why we also try to shed some light on tools/techniques that 
might help to improve and measure coverage. One tool that we are particularly interested in is 
LBTest (Meinke, 2014) since it is under research/development at KTH and already used at 
Scania. LBTest offers a relatively unexplored and interesting path in software testing.  

1.3  Research question 

This thesis tries to answer the two questions regarding LBTest. It can be summarized as follows: 

In what way could this tool improve the team’s testing and are there any improvements that 
would give the tool the right prerequisites, to be more useful for the team? 

1.4 Delimitations 

The new test component shall be written in .NET/C# and use Kvaser’s CanLib (see Section 2. to 
communicate over physical and virtual CAN-buses. The component shall allow execution of test 
cases related to the session layer, transport- and data link layer (ISO 14229 and ISO 15765). 
Since the component interact through protocols (ISO layers) and should conform to these 
standards, the report will focus on conformance testing. A communication with SCOMM can be 
described by different states depending on what is sent to SCOMM and how it responds; 
therefore the report will also focus on testing that involves finite state machines e.g. model based 
testing. 

1.5 Evaluation aspects 

Decisions made during the design and implementation shall be justified based on a number of 
aspects and the actual test component shall be evaluated using the same aspects.  

The aspects are: 

 Test coverage: What kind of test coverage may be achieved by implementing test 
cases from ISO 15765 and ISO 14229 (given the above limitations). 

 Ease of use: How readable, easy to develop and maintain, will the test scripts be 
using the new test component. 

 Integration into SCOMMs current test framework: Can the test component be called 
from the existing test scripts, can the result be reported in the same way etc… 

1.6 Method 

This was a qualitative research project that aimed to result in a software test component. To 
understand the concept and methodologies of software testing, its depth and complexity have 
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been explored in an inductive manner (Hakansson, 2013). These facts have been weighed 
together with opinions and perspectives from the group members. Existing solutions have been 
compared, analyzed and discussed to reach the ultimate conclusion that fits the evaluation 
aspects of this thesis.  

The choice to investigate the LBTest came about when looking into different black box testing 
approaches and came across learning based testing. It also appeared to be used at Scania and 
under researched at KTH. Putting two and two together, it seemed suitable to investigate the 
LBTest since it was similar to conformance testing and could be a helpful solution to one of the 
evaluation aspects, i.e. test coverage. 

The data collection has involved reading books, scientific articles, thesis reports and documents 
such as ISO standards. It has also involved studying code, discussing concepts and experiences. 
When there was enough knowledge and understanding of the problem, methodologies and 
available resources, a decision was made about a solution. The design- and modeling tool, Sparx 
Enterprise Architect was used to create class- and object diagram of the component. 

1.7 Novelty 

The author’s contribution to this thesis consists of presenting possible solutions as well as an 
evaluation of these. The author’s own suggestions are the possibility to use a standard 
communication stack or to implement a test component that sends raw CAN-frames (see Section 
2.7.1) and/or to modify the communication stack (see Section 2.7.2).  

The structure and the approach of the new test component is a contribution by the author since it 
is set to comply with Scania’s test framework and their stack implementation. There might be 
other solutions that share some similarities. 

The author’s evaluation of the LBTest is based on the author’s own experience and perception, 
received from using the LBTest (hands-on approach) and by reading published reports and 
articles describing its architecture and functionality. 
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2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS 

 

The following chapter is presenting SCOMM and its test framework, giving the reader a deeper 
understanding of the background explained in the introduction. It also describes testing methods 
and technologies. Finally, it also provides an introduction to diagnostic communication over 
CAN, SCOMM’s communication stack and existing solutions. 

2.1 SCOMM 

SCOMM is, as mentioned earlier, a communication module that is being used to communicate 
with different ECU’s in Scania’s vehicles. The product is protected (by a USB-dongle) to 
prevent unauthorized use. The main purpose of SCOMM is to create a higher abstraction level 
for protocols used to communication on CAN. Two protocols are used by the ECU’s and are 
called KWP and UDS. The two protocols are used in on-board vehicle diagnostic systems. These 
protocols cover the layers of the OSI model, in terms of initiation, maintenance and ending a 
communication. UDS is a newer version of KWP. When receiving data from the CAN-bus, 
SCOMM converts the raw data to signal values. These conversions are specified in XML-files 
for each variant of each ECU. More information about the communication stack and standards 
are mentioned in 2.4. 

 

2.1.1 SCOMM’s Test Framework 

The test framework is written in C# and calls SCOMM through its .NET API. The framework 
allows execution of different functions in SCOMM. It compares the outcome of each function 
with expected results. Examples of functions are reading signal values and reading stored fault 
codes. It is also possible to record diagnostic communication to test SCOMM against ECU’s that 
are not physically available.  

SCOMM performs a regression test every time code is committed and a larger test session every 
night. The regression test is determined by a test setup (see Figure 1) which contains a set of test 
configurations that are connected to specific test scripts, environments and dependencies. 
Commonly testing involves reading all signal values, identifying ECUs and starting ECU-
specific tests and calibrations. 
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Figure 1. The architecture of the test framework and how it relates to the new test component 
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2.2 Software Testing 

According to (Binder, 2000), the purpose of testing software is to verify that it:  

 meets the requirements that guided its design and development, 

 responds correctly to all kinds of input, 

 performs its function within an acceptable time, 

 generates the expected output. 

Different types of errors may be boundary related errors and control flow errors. An ideal testing 
method would be to be able to test all combinations of inputs and preconditions but this may not 
always be feasible. The goal is to identify the minimum number of tests needed to get a desirable 
or acceptable coverage. If the software is of high quality, then the user requirements are most 
likely fulfilled. An idea of quality may cover many features, such as conformance to 
specification and good performance on platform(s).  

(Meinke, 2013a) says that a general testing procedure may involve: 

1. Test design 

2. Test automation 

3. Test execution 

4. Test evaluation 

A software testing process commonly produces the following: test plan, traceability matrix, test 
case, test script, test suite, test data and test harness. These resulting components are concisely 
described by (Binder, 2000) 

A test plan is a specification that is available to the management and the developers. It is a higher 
level document that works like a test strategy. A traceability matrix is a table that correlates 
requirements to test cases. It reveals untested requirements and may be used to select test cases 
for execution. A test case usually consists of a unique identifier, a short description, 
preconditions, inputs and expected results. That is, the basic requirements to execute a specific 
test case and its expected outcome. A test script is a procedure or code that performs actions 
corresponding to a test case. Test data are sets of values used to test functionalities of a certain 
feature. A test harness supports automated testing. It is a central part of a test environment and is 
the one starting the IUT by sending messages to it and then evaluates the result. A typical test 
case structure can be shown in the table below. 

Table 1. A typical test case structure 

Test Case ID Test Case 
Description 

Test 
Setup/Preconditions

Steps/Inputs Expected 
Results 

 

2.2.1 Black Box Testing 

A.k.a. functional testing since the software is tested for its functional requirements. The first step 
is to identify the functions and its input. Then, the expected output is determined based on the 
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function’s specifications. Finally, the tester feeds the SUT with an input and evaluates the output. 
There are many types of black box testing; a few will be mentioned as they are relevant to the 
thesis. There are many techniques for designing test cases e.g. Boundary Value Analysis, 
Equivalence Class Testing, Random Testing and Pair-wise Testing (Meinke, 2013b). 
Equivalence Class Testing is when test cases are divided into partitions of equivalent data i.e. all 
tests that require the same initial state or similar input data can be placed into one partition.  
Boundary Value Analysis is when each variable is given a small set of boundary values e.g.  

, ,          (1) 

This value may be chosen with reference to user requirements. Boundary Value Analysis (BVA) 
and Equivalence Class Testing (ECT) are more relevant when it comes to test communication 
protocols since inputs share similar preconditions and have boundary values. 

 

2.2.2 Specifications 

A specification can be described in a formal and informal way. According to (Sindhu, 2013), a 
way to describe informal specifications would be a description in natural language or visual 
diagrams. An informal specification may enhance understanding about a system. A formal 
specification requires syntax and semantics that can capture the functionality of a system. Formal 
specifications allow automatic verdicts while an informal specification require manual verdicts.  

 

2.2.3 Regression Testing 

(Binder, 2000) describes and explains the importance of regression testing. New and modified 
components/functions in a system can cause unwanted behaviour. The intent of regression 
testing is to ensure that this does not happen. If a test case no longer passes, it reveals a 
regression fault and may be the cause of a “bad fix”. Regression testing is very helpful to ensure 
that a system has the same behaviour throughout all editions. The general approach for 
regression testing is (1) remove any test case that is no longer relevant, (2) choose a full 
regression test suite or reduced regression test suite, (3) set up the test configuration, (4) run the 
test suite and (5) deal with the no pass tests. 

Regression faults are commonly caused by I/O mismatches, dependencies and incompatibilities. 
Automated regression testing requires a few capabilities such as version control, modular 
structure and a smart comparator. The comparator should be able to ignore some output fields 
while comparing an outcome with expected results. E.g. if a SUT outputs a timestamp, it changes 
for every run and should be ignored as long as the current date does not precede the previous 
one. The advantages of an automated regression test are that it is straightforward, conceptually 
simple and enables repeatable tests. 

 

2.2.4 Conformance Testing 

To ensure successful communication between computer systems, the communication participants 
must follow well-defined rules. A communication protocol describes such rules. To ensure 
successful communication between different manufactures/units, these protocols have been 
standardized. The implementation of the protocols must conform to these standards. This activity 
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is known as protocol conformance testing (Holzmann, 2014). In this thesis, it is important that 
the communication fulfils the standards for diagnostic communication over CAN. This is a kind 
of functional testing; i.e. only the observable behaviour of the protocol implementation is tested. 
No reference is made to the internal structure. The definition of conformance testing has been 
described by (Sindhu, 2013) as if the “(..)implementation I conforms to a specification S when at 
any point during the execution, it is able to handle at least as many inputs as the specification 
and at most as many outputs as the specification”. 

 

2.2.5 Positive and Negative Testing 

A strategy of testing is to provide positive and negative tests. A positive test case gives the 
system valid data while the negative test cases give the system invalid data. This is important, 
since the tester needs to know that all valid data is being accepted while the invalid data is being 
handled correctly. 

 

2.2.6 Model Based Testing 

Model based testing involves using models in software testing. The purpose of the model is to 
have an abstraction of the SUT that describes all essential aspects needed for testing. This also 
means the test suites. The model therefore has an abstract test suite (ATS) which needs an 
executable test suite (ETS) that converts the ATS and makes it executable against the SUT. Also, 
the well-known test scripting language TTCN-3 (see Section 2.7.2 below) uses this approach. A 
model based approach is often an efficient approach for the purpose of test automation. Test 
suites may be extracted from formal descriptions of models (incl. test case generation) by 
different methods, like model checking.  

There are various approaches to model based test generation, such as state machines, control 
system model and language models. The key is to have the test generator to derive all tests to test 
design and test execution, i.e. from a generated test to an executable test script. This is the major 
difference to black box testing which requires the test scripts to be manually written. Consistency 
can be checked by model checking (see Section 2.2.9). Model based testing can also be used to 
refine requirements (Blackburn, Busser and Nauman, 2004). The models can be described in 
many notations such as UML and finite state machines. (Sindhu, 2013) gives an clear overview 
of the principles of finite automate as well as Moore Machines, Mealy Machines and Kripke 
Structures. 

 

2.2.7 Test Automation 

Test automation is often the goal when performing model based testing and often leads the way 
to regression testing. There are many advantages of test automation, such as, it allows more 
frequent tests, it reduces manual labour, and it improves test coverage and ensures consistency. 
The first two are a direct result of automating previous manual tests. It also, quite often, results 
in improved test coverage since test automation makes it easier to explore more state space. 
Since the tests are automated, all executions will be the same over time to ensure a consistent 
testing. A common challenge is to know what to do when automated tests fail. Is it a failure in 
the system or a failure in the test suite? This analysis becomes easier if the test executions have 
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the same format, but the test automation requires that the tester tells the computer what all 
failures look like and therefore it cannot be conducted on without human interaction. 
Consistency is also important when analysing a failure report. All tests need to execute in similar 
ways. Test automation is rarely compatible with GUI-testing since it requires user-input to 
change current states and conditions. It is much easier to automate command line and API tests 
(Pettichord, 1999). All automated test executions are based on test scripts that can be developed 
by most standard programming languages such as C, C# and Java and specialized languages such 
as TCL. Testing scripts usually requires API, a component interface (COM), or for example a 
protocol interface such as HTTP. Executable tests can be grouped into test suites which can be 
executed by a single command. All test runs will generate a report showing results from each 
run. There are also continuous integration tools like Jenkins CI which monitors executions of 
jobs. It can be configured to build and run projects automatically after e.g. any source code 
modification.  

 

2.2.8 Learning Based Testing 

The Learning based testing paradigm was introduced in (Meinke, 2004). The idea of LBT is to 
avoid searching the entire state space of software in order to find bugs. According to (Sindhu, 
2013), LBT requires: 

 a SUT considered as black box,  

 a formal specification of the SUT, 

 a learned model of the SUT. 

The first two are quite common in specification based testing but the latter is a distinctive feature 
of learning based testing. It is an iterative approach that learns the SUT using tests as queries.  

The basic principles of a learning based testing algorithm are: 
1. Executing test case inputs on a SUT (a sequence of n test inputs i1,...,in). 
2. The SUT responds by producing outputs (o1,..,on). 
3. The algorithm synthesizes the I/O pairs into a learned model Mn. 
4. The learned model Mn is then checked against the formal specifications. 
5. In case of fail, the model returns a counterexample to the SUT. 
a. The SUT interprets it as a new input (in+1) and produces the output (on+1). 
b. The new input/output are then again compared against the formal specification. 
c. If case fails again, the algorithm terminates with a true negative result. 
6. If case passes, then the Mn was inaccurate and produced a false negative result 

and the algorithm refines it to Mn+1. 
 

One outcome of LBT research is the LBTest tool that uses Kripke Structures, an incremental 
learning algorithm IKL, introduced in (Meinke and Sindhu, 2011), and the NuSMV model 
checker. A description is given in 2.3 and the tool is analysed 4.1. 

 

2.2.9 Model Checking 

The idea of model checking is to allow automatic verification of systems e.g. communication 
protocols and reactive systems. It involves an algorithm for analysing a logical formula that 
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describes some functional behaviour of a system. The system should be represented by some 
kind of automaton, i.e. a model of a system. The logical formula is taken from a temporal logic 
such as LTL or CTL. LTL is described by (Sindhu, 2013) in a concise way and has the ability to 
describe timed based actions and events. If the formula satisfies the model, the result will be 
reported as true. If the result is false, a counterexample such as an input sequence might be 
constructed to violate a certain property. Temporal logic can describe sequences of behaviours 
that are a part of a system. NuSMV is an example of a model checking tool (NuSMV). It 
supports LTL and helps to control the state space explosion problem and improve performance. 
NuSMV uses a language called SMV which describes models as finite state machines.  

2.3 LBTest 

To understand how the LBTest works and its purpose, it is important to have some knowledge 
about reactive systems, model based testing, model checking, temporal logic and incremental 
learning algorithm. Reactive systems are systems which continuously interact with the 
environment via inputs and outputs. Protocols are quite similar to reactive systems and therefore 
the tool was worth looking in to. 

 

2.3.1 LBTest architecture   

LBTest is a testing tool combining automata learning methods with model checker based test 
case generation (Sindhu, 2013). It is a fully automatic model based testing tool that generates a 
large number of test cases. It also has automated verdicts, result reporting and visualization of 
generated automata. LBTest has many of the benefits of model based testing but allows us to 
discard the manual model implementation. Instead it incrementally learns a SUT model. The 
learning algorithm produces the first hypothesis M0 by reading all input symbols from the start 
state and observing the outputs corresponding to these symbols. The iteration of this testing 
process produces a sequence of hypotheses automata according to the principles of learning 
based testing algorithm presented in 2.2.8. 
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Figure 2. LBTest architecture 

The architecture of LBTest, presented by (Meinke and Sindhu, 2013), consists of five 
components: (1) a PLTL model checker, (2) an instance of a SUT, (3) an oracle that generates 
automatic verdicts, (4) an automaton learning algorithm and (5) a random input generator. The 
purpose of “i∈MCQ” is to determine if the SUT output can be found in the model checker 
generated test cases and should be sent to the oracle or if the output is new and should be sent to 
the learning algorithm. 

This LBT architecture always terminates when the testing procedure is complete. That is when a 
certain number of hypotheses has been tested or the time limit has passed. If the testing 
terminates due to the number of hypotheses and the SUT is completely learned, the completeness 
property of the testing architecture guarantees that there are no SUT errors left. If a SUT is too 
large to be completely learned within the time limit, there might be a chance that the SUT 
contains an error. The termination and correctness properties depend on the following properties 
and components:  

 IKL algorithm terminates and learns the SUT given a finite set of input strings. 

 The model checking algorithm used by NuSMV is a terminating decision procedure. 

 Each input string is generated with non-zero probability by a random input generator. 

To employ a decision algorithm for the model checking, LBTest is restricted to PLTL 
(propositional linear temporal logic). This language uses the temporal operators G (always), F 
(eventually), X (next) and U (until). These operators can express statements about variant and 
invariant behaviour. According to (Fraser, Wotawa, and Ammann., 2007), there are three types 
of LTL properties.  
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 Safety property. Something bad may never happen: G(!a) where a is a propositional 
formula 

 Invariance property. Something good that always holds, logically complementary to 
a safety property: G(a) where a is a propositional formula 

 Liveness property. Something good eventually happens, meaning that a certain state 
will always be reached: G(a -> F(b)) where a and b are propositional formulae. 

 

2.3.2 LBTest in practice 

The tool comes as a standard JAR file and requires two things to be preinstalled, Java runtime 
and the NuSMV model checker. It is operated using a GUI.  

The generic workflow of the LBTest is: 

1. Define configurations such as path of the SUT. 
2. Write PLTL specifications. 
3. Load configuration file. 
4. Start test.  
5. Deal with the result of the test session. 

The configuration file contains the following: 

 SUT path – path where the SUT is located. 

 NuSMV path – path where NuSMV is installed. 

 Result path – path for accessing configuration and writing result. 

 Learner – which learning algorithm to choose. 

 Output type – declares which output types the SUT has. 

 Output value – declares the range of values taken by the output types. 

 Hypotheses – the number of hypotheses the software should aim for. 

 Arguments – depends on the SUT and can be e.g. path to executable adapter, paths to 
.dll files. 

 Inputs – input data types and encodings. 

 LTL-Specifications – For each requirement: G (presence) and X (next time unit). 
Different inputs during different modes/scenarios will result in different paths. 

LBTest needs an adapter that is user specific and works as an interface between the SUT and 
LBTest. The adapter pre-configures the SUT and handles all possible inputs. LBTest 
communicates with the SUT by textual input and output. It sends symbolic inputs to the adapter 
which translates it to a native action. When the SUT answers with a native response, the driver 
translates the response to a bit vector and returns it to the LBTest. 
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Figure 3. Sequence diagram describing the communication between LBTest and the SUT adapter 

(Lundmark, 2013) presents a study of the LBTest where the SUT is a large scaled web 
application. He focuses on two invariance properties and one liveness property. His idea of an 
adapter (or a communication protocol) was to implement it as a client/server architecture via a 
standard TCP network socket. 

 

Figure 4. Sequence diagram describing the communication protocol used by (Lundmark, 2013) 

The link layer of the TCP stack handles all traffic making it a relatively effective communication 
channel. The idea is to start the SUT and LBTest, then let LBTest execute the adapter client by 
sending input symbols to the stdin stream (see figure 4). The adapter server receives the input 
symbols from the client and interprets it as native SUT actions, performs them and replies with a 
state encoded as a bit vector. The client receives the bit vector and writes it via stdout to LBTest. 
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The adapter client was written in a small bash script. See more in (Lundmark, 2013). Choosing 
proper inputs and outputs to and from the adapter is important. It is a way to model the SUT or at 
least the borders of the SUT. The result from (Lundmark, 2013) study was encouraging for the 
LBTest. It found errors in both the adapter and the requirements.  
 

(Meinke and Sindhu, 2013) describes another case study using LBTest on Fredhopper Access 
Server (FAS). FAS is a distributed concurrent object oriented system that provides search and 
merchandising services. 

 

Figure 5. (a) FAS Deployment and (b) Interaction in the Replication System 

 

The deployment architecture (shown in figure 5a) is used to deploy a FAS to a customer. FAS 
consist of a set of live environments. Each environment processes queries from a client web 
application via web services. An environment is responsible for receiving data updates and 
distributes results across all live environments according to a Replication Protocol. The 
implementation of the Replication Protocol contains a SyncServer that listens to connections 
from a SyncClient. The SyncClient creates and schedules ClientJob that connects to the 
SyncServer. SyncServer creates a thread to communicate with the SyncClient’s ClientJob. The 
test was focused testing the interaction between SyncClient and ClientJob. Seven input symbols 
were enough to model this interaction. This can be seen in figure 5b. 

Eleven user requirements were formalized in PLTL. One example is: 

	Ʌ	 → 	Ʌ	  (2) 

This states that if the SyncClient is at state Start and receives an acceptor, the client will proceed 
to state WaitToBoot and execute a boot job. The result from this case study as well as testing 
time, size of hypothesis and queries can be shown in figure 6. 
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Figure 6 - Shows the result of testing a subsystem of FAS 

2.3 Test Coverage 

Coverage for black box requirements is known to be challenging and diffuse because it is 
difficult to devise a decent mathematical coverage model of something that is hidden. This raises 
the question: “How much testing is enough?” 

(Meinke, 2013a) gives the following definition for test coverage: 

Definition  

“Coverage: Given a set of R of test requirements coming from Criterion C, a test suite T satisfies 
C iff for each r ϵ R there exists at least one t ϵ T which satisfies r”. 

Motivation 

The motivation to find coverage metrics is influenced upon the belief that as long as it is possible 
to extract test requirements it should be possible to measure test coverage. It depends on the test 
requirements being as specific as possible to make the quality of test cases better and allow 
automated oracles. This means that the work to extract test requirements grows fast. By stating 
coverage criterion, (i.e. set of rules) it may be possible to control the test requirements that are 
imposed on a test suite. Even with methods like random testing and boundary value testing, it is 
hard to be 100% sure that the requirements are enough.  

Random testing would increase the number of test cases, and many of them, may not be 
effective. It is more suitable when the number of input variables are low, which is rarely the 
case. Boundary testing allows smaller sets of values for each variable. They may also be chosen 
with reference to user requirements. The test suite size may still increase rapidly if all variables 
have e.g. C boundary values and D is the amount of input variables then the size would be CD. 
Test cases may also be extracted from use cases. Although the use cases may be hard to define in 
a large complex system, and some use cases may be missed (Meinke, 2013b). 
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Requirement Coverage 

Requirement coverage is the number of requirements that can be linked to a test case in 
proportion to the total number of requirements. All requirements need to belong to the test area 
and be related to the test object. A passed requirement is linked to test cases which all have 
passed. If two cases have different results on the same test object it is not considered as passed 
(Testiatarantula.com, 2014). Requirements coverage can be divided into normal range coverage 
and robustness coverage. Normal range conditions cover equivalence classes, boundary values 
for variables and coverage of valid state transitions. Robustness conditions cover invalid inputs 
and invalid state transitions (DGTA-ADF, 2014).  

Traceability Matrix 

There is also the possibility to use a traceability matrix to measure functional requirement 
coverage. The matrix can be used to keep track of all requirements and make sure that there is a 
test case covering each of them. 

How can precise requirements be captured?  

User requirements may not always exist or they may be too vague. They can be modelled by 
formal modelling languages e.g. temporal logic or a reference model such as an IUT 
communication protocol standard. With accurate models, the testing may be automated, 
especially the oracle step and even the measuring of test coverage. A reference model may be 
used to predict the outcome and can involve equations to define it which makes the model 
executable. The reference model tends to become the system prototype. A problem that arises is 
the size and the knowledge of its correctness. A practical and economic way to solve it is to 
define behavioural properties like pre-conditions and post-conditions. This can be done by JML 
(Java modelling language) or OCL (Object constraint language).  

But not all systems have fixed termination points and cannot be helped by pre- and post-
conditions. An example is reactive systems which continuously respond to stimuli over time. The 
answer to that is a temporal logic like LTL. The idea is to give an LTL formula and attempt to 
simulate a behaviour that violates it. All input data will define test cases and the observed output 
is stored. These are combined into a single trace- and evaluate formula. If there are time 
constraints, traces can be timed and result in a timed automata. 

Accurate models 

Model based testing uses various coverage metrics to measure quality of generated test cases. 
Assuming that the model, from which the test case was derived, represents the functional 
specification correctly, then it would be possible to use the result reported by an MBT tool to 
argue as coverage. (Conformiq, 2014). With formal specification it is at least possible to test 
values in the input domain and its resulting outcome to see if it matches specification.  

Function list 

One way to track coverage from manually created test cases is to create a function list. Whenever 
a test case “hits” a certain function, it can be checked off the list. This also works on automated 
test cases but is a good alternative for manually created ones. This approach is on the other hand 
not very scalable to complex SUTs (Forums.udacity.com)  
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LBT coverage model 

The version of LBTest used at this thesis was lacking a coverage model but the latest version use 
a stochastic coverage model. (Sindhu, 2013) describe the LBTest as an interesting prospect since 
it infers a sequence of hypothesis automata models of the SUT. He describes an interesting idea 
to reduce the requirements formulas into a Büchi automaton and then take the intersection of this 
with the learned hypothesis to estimate the coverage achieved corresponding to LTL property 
being tested. He also analyses the results of LBTest at a certain case study of 8 states. It achieves 
100% state coverage in three different experiments. That is, random queries, model checker 
queries and learning queries cover all states of the SUT. The input alphabet set consisted of five 
symbols which gave the total number of transitions 40. LBTest achieved 100% transition 
coverage. 

Labelled transition system LTS 

(Kervinen and Virolainen, 2005) presents a way to measure coverage of specified behaviour 
using a labelled transition system. The expected behaviour of a system is given to a test engine in 
the form of a deterministic LTS. The test engine will then explore the LTS beginning from its 
initial state. In each state the engine sends an input, listens to an output, resets the system, or 
restarts the testing. The problem is how to make those decisions in each state. The goal in each 
state is to expose an error. Figure 7 presents the architecture of LTS and how it is connected to 
the SUT. The authors also present heuristically algorithms which aim to expose all errors and 
from these algorithms extract coverage metrics.  

 

Figure 7. LTS testing architecture 

 

A labelled transition system is defined as a quadruple , , ∆, ̂  where S is a set of states; Σ is a 
set of visible actions (alphabet), 

 ∆	⊆ S	 	 	 ∪   (3) 

(3) Is a set of transitions where ∉ Σ is an invisible action and ̂ ∈  is an initial state. Input and 
output responses are considered as visible actions. A deterministic LTS means that there are no 
transitions labelled by invisible actions and two transitions leaving the same state never share the 
same label. The test engine keeps track of its current state and transitions leaving the current 
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state specify what actions are allowed in the next step. An execution of a transition means that 
the test engine updates its current state. All transitions of an LTS that are executed are stored in a 
set that denotes: 

∆ 	∈ ∆       (4) 

Where ∆ 	 0 if a transition has not been executed and ∆  if the transition has 
been executed n > 0 times. Adding transitions to the set is defined by: 

∆ 	 	 ∆ 	   (5) 

The test engine is able to measure eight coverage classes which are identified by triplets of 
binary values. Transition , ,  is bit1bit2bit3 – covered by transition , ,  iff 

1 	 	Ʌ	 1 	 	Ʌ	 1 	           

(6) 

Let 	 , , ∆, ̂  and ∆  be a multi-set of transition and the following a set of uncovered 
transitions by means of coverage class b1b2b3   

 Ʌ ∆ 	 ∈ 	∆	|	 	∃	 	 ∈ ∆ ∶ 	 	 	      (7) 

Coverage class 111 means that every transition of the LTS must be executed, 001 mean arrive in 
every state and 010 means that every action in LTS appears in the executed transitions. The test 
engine works in a similar way to LBTest. It sends a suggested input to the SUT via an adapter. If 
an input is refused, the explorer detects it. If it is suggested to listen, it takes out the first element 
in the response queue of the adapter module. If the queue is empty, it waits for a readable action. 
There are two problems with LTS. (1) Each state has more than one possible output transition 
and (2) state evaluation is based on the best step sequence by making assumptions on how the 
SUT behaves at the same time as the SUT is allowed to respond in different ways. They present 
an experiment of testing a conference protocol implementation with five different setups. A 
setup had two or three client process and one of them was mutated. All algorithms were 
compared by measuring the number of steps necessary to spot an error in the mutated clients. A 
summary of the results shows that the performance of a greedy random algorithm was faster and 
better.  

Test Case Selection 

With a large SUT, the number of requirements tends to increase. The test suite grows with the 
increasing requirements. This makes it hard to really know which test case is focused on which 
requirement. Perhaps we miss to fulfil some requirements. This jeopardizes the test coverage. A 
reasonable and effective method to select test cases may increase effectiveness of testing by 
removing redundant test cases. (Xu et al., 2003) presents a test case selection method with pair-
wise combination coverage. The aim is to reduce the size of the test suite as much as possible 
without compromising test quality. Suppose a system interface with n parameters , , … , ,
∈ 	 , ∈ 	 , … , ∈ 	 	, where  is the domain of .To reduce the number of test cases, 

i.e. the number of combinations of parameters, test cases are generated with pair-wise coverage. 
Consider a matrix where the columns represent the parameters  and the rows a set  of 

values/symbols. If column i and j satisfy that all combinations of symbols between set  and  

appear in pair formed by column i and column j, then the matrix is called a test case table. Every 
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row of the matrix is a piece of a test case. The number of test cases then has an upper and lower 
limit given by the following: 

max 	 	 	 	 max	 max , 1   (8) 

Where pri(x) represent a maximum prime or a square of t that is less than x. If a system has n 
parameters  has , 1, … ,  values, where 	 ⋯ 	 then the test case table of the 
system has coverage p, where / 	 …	 	  to all combinations of 
arbitrary 1  parameters. An example of n parameters where 4,

3 and the three nodes in the first layer represent the three values of  and the ID of each 
node represent one of the values. Analogous with the three remaining layers (see figure 8). 
Consider a process order from left to right and top down in each layer: 

1. Each node of the first layer sends its ID to each node of the next layer. 

2. Each node of the second layer adds its own ID next to the received ID. 

3. When all nodes of the first layer is finished sending its Id, each node of the 
second layer begins forwarding its ID strings to the nodes of next layer. 

4. Each node of the last layer has a several ID strings and each string represents one 
test case. 

 

Figure 8. Algorithm network 

With a system of four parameters, each of which has three values, a total of 9 test cases were 
generated. Testing all combinations of parameters would have led to 81 test cases. I.e. 81 test 
cases would have needed for full coverage. That is a 75% reduction. The number of reduced test 
cases depends on the number of parameters and values. 

2.4 Diagnostics over Controller Area Networks 

CAN is an International Standardization Organization (ISO) defined serial communication bus. 
It was originally developed for the automotive industry to allow devices to communicate with 
each other within the vehicle without a host computer. It is a message-based protocol 
standardized in ISO-11898. CAN embraces several properties like remote data request, error 
detection and error signalling, automatic retransmission of frames that have been destroyed or 
have lost arbitration, distinction between temporary errors and permanent failures, and multicast 
frame transfer by acceptance filtering. In CAN standards, all messages are referred to as frames. 
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The information sent over the CAN-bus must have the same structure. There are four frames 
defined: data frame, remote frame, error frame and overload frame. An error frame indicates that 
an error has occurred in the network. An overload frame is often used to indicate that a node is 
overloaded and unable to participate in the communication. All frames have a unique message-
id, a protocol data unit (PDU) and a data section.  

Table 2. CAN-Frame Format 

Id PDU Data 

The table show a basic CAN-frame format with an ID-pattern, PDU-pattern and a data section.  
A protocol data unit (PDU) declares the frame type that comes in four types: single frame, first 
frame, consecutive frame and a flow control whereas the last three are a part of a segmented 
multi-frame message.  

Table 3. ID Format 

Bits 
Priority Reserved bit Data page bit PDF Target Address Source Address

3 1 1 8 8 8 

This format represents a 29-bit CAN identifier with normal fixed addressing. An id-pattern may 
also be 11-bit and both formats are allowed in the network. Priority (described by three bits) has 
a default value of 0x6 and a valid range between 0x0-0x7. Reserved bit and Data page shall be 
set to 0. Protocol Data Unit Format (PF) depends on the network target address type which may 
be physical or functional were physical encode 1 to 1 communication and functional 1- n 
communication.  

Table 4. PDU Format 

Address Information Protocol Control 
Information 

Data Field 

AI PCI Data 

All addressing information (PDF, target address and source address, see Table 3) are copied into 
the PCI section in each frame. The PCI section gives information about which PDU is sent, the 
complete length of the message and frame parameters. 

Table 5. PCI Bytes 

PDU- name #1  Bit 7-4 #1   Bit 3-0 #2 #3 
Single frame 0000 SF_DL N/A N/A 
First frame 0001 FF_DL N/A 

Consecutive frame 0010 SN N/A N/A 
Flow Control 0011 FS BS STMIN 

Single frame is a message that fits into one frame. First frame is the first frame of a segmented 
message. It states the total length of the message by the parameter FF_DL. A consecutive frame 
is the frame containing the rest of the message that started with a first frame. SN represents a 
sequence number, and states which consecutive frame in a sequence of multi-frames is being 
sent. The purpose of a flow control is to regulate the rate of which the consecutive frames are 
sent to the receiver. The first parameter FS is the flow status and says if the receiver is able to 
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receive more frames, or if the sender shall wait (until the next flow control), or if there is an 
overflow and the sender shall abort the transmission. BS (block size) indicates the absolute 
number of consecutive frames allowed to be sent before a new flow control must be received by 
the sender. STMIN is the minimum time gap allowed between the transmissions of two 
consecutive frames. The data length of all frames is automatically 8 bytes. If the message is less 
than 8 bytes, the message is padded. 

2.5 Communication stack 

The standards for a communication protocol concerning diagnostic communication over CAN 
relate to the seven layers of the OSI model as shown in Table 6.  

Table 6. Layers of the OSI model and their corresponding standards 

Applicability 

Vehicle-
manufacturer-
enhanced 
diagnostics 

Application layer 
(7) ISO 14229-1, 

ISO 14229-3, 
Presentation layer 

(6) 
Vehicle 

manufacturer 
specific 

Session layer (5) ISO 14229-2 

Transport layer (4)

Network layer (3) ISO 15765-2 

Data link layer (2) ISO 11898-1 

Physical layer (1) ISO 11898-2 

 

SCOMM’s own developed communication stack (as shown in Table 7) is a merge of the seven 
layers, i.e. (3) the application layer which also has features of the session layer, (2) the transport 
layer also consist of the features from the network layer, and (1) the data link layer.  

Table 7. SCOMM’s own communication stack 

SCOMM’s 
Communication Stack 

Application layer (3) 

Transport layer (2) 

Data link layer (1) 
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ISO 14229-2:2013 describes UDS services made by the Session-layer (OSI layer 5). The 
Session-layer describes how the communication (both functional and physical) switches between 
the default session and a non-default session. The default session is a mode that the server enters 
when powered up. A non-default session represents a diagnostic session, where the server offers 
an increased number of properties. These switches are handled by timers which react on the 
presence of different service primitives. The Session-layer also describes timers that coordinate 
the messages made by service primitives. These messages could be transmission requests or 
positive responses from a successful transmission etc.  

ISO 15765-2:2011 describes how the Transport-layer shall handle transmission and reception of 
messages and services made by the Network-layer. The Transport-layer describes the structures 
of different types of CAN-frames and how the server/client shall interpret them. The services 
provided by the Network-layer are timing parameters that help coordinate transmission and 
reception. The standard also describes the structure of the CAN-frames in the Data link-layer and 
how it relates to the frames in the Transport layer. Both standards describe how deviations or 
errors shall be handled by the service primitives.  

The transport layer thoroughly defines single frame transmissions and multiple-frame 
transmissions. The network layer defines timers used by both the sender and receiver. 

ISO 11898-1 specifies the data link layer and physical signaling of the CAN.  

2.6 Kvaser’s CanLib 

Kvaser’s CanLib (Kvaser, 2014) is a software product that support different CAN interface 
boards. The software provides the programmer a quick and easy access to the CAN network. It 
allows the programmer to set different features to the CAN-bus such as: 

 choosing CAN chips and channels, 

 set bitrate and other bus parameters, 

 and to set different driver modes. 

The library consists exclusively of functions. Most of them return a status code which can be 
handled by the programmer. It also support threaded applications, virtual channels and time 
measurements. 

2.7 Existing Solutions 

The variety of published solutions in the literature is few. Most examples, clearly derivate from 
the test architectures mentioned in ISO 9646-1. There are four standardized architectures named 
Local, Distributed, Remote and Coordinated.  
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Figure 9. The distributed test architecture 

The Distributed architecture (see figure 9) requires synchronization and is suitable for protocols 
offering an API (Application Programming Interface). The Lower Tester (LT) interprets every 
test case and generates the CAN-frames (both good and bad). The IUT is stimulated by the LT 
through the underlying service provider. It provides the Upper Tester (UT) with the result of the 
stimuli. The UT then compares the result with the expected outcome and sends back a message. 
PCO refers to Point of Control and Observation which is an interface for the components that 
allow communication (Dssouli et al, 1999). In the Local architecture, the LT and UT are joined 
together in one test system. The Coordinated architecture is very similar to the Distributed 
architecture but allows coordination between the UT and LT. The UT does not have an interface 
towards the IUT. The Remote architecture does not have an UT which makes it easy to use but 
limited (Tretmans, 2001). 

 

2.7.1 Solutions for the Lower Tester 

There exists a standard called ISO 16845 that describes a conformance test plan for CAN 
implementations. It is referred to from the ISO 11898-1 which means that it only focuses on 
testing the data link layer. The standard is mentioned below followed by solutions made by 
others or solutions discussed within the SCOMM team. 

  

ISO 16845 

This standard presents methodology as well as abstract test suites for a successful testing of the 
data link layer. A suggested architecture called Conformance Test Framework is presented. It is 
similar to the coordinated architecture mentioned above. It also addresses TTCN-3 as the 
solution for the LT. TTCN-3 is described below. Each test shall be made of three states, (1) set-
up state, (2) test state and (3) a verification state. All test cases shall be divided into 6 classes (in 
an ECT approach). (1) Valid frame format, (2) Error frame detection, (3) Active error frame 
management, (4) Overload frame management, (5) passive error state and bus-off, (6) error 
counter management and (7) bit timing.  
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TTCN-3 

TTCN-3 is, as mentioned above, a solution for the LT. It is a standardized test script language 
that is used in many domains such as telecom and automotive, where it is used to test 
communication systems. It has a well-defined syntax and a standardized interface which allows 
adaptation to different environments and platforms (TTCN-3.org, 2014). TTCN-3 is the official 
language for conformance testing in the AUTOSAR project (Elvior.com, 2014) and is also 
mentioned in ISO/IEC 9646. 

 

Figure 10. General structure of TTCN-3 

In Figure 10, we see the following components: 

 Platform Adaptor (PA) adapts the Executable to a particular execution platform, 

 SUT Adaptor (SA) adapts the operations with the SUT based on an abstract test. 

 Test Logging (TL) provides logging information about a test execution. 

 Test Management (TM) provides a user interface as well as the test administration. 

 Codec (CD) is responsible for encoding and decoding TTCN-3 values into bit strings 
suitable to be sent to the SUT. 

 Component Handling (CH) administers the handling of test components. 

 TTCN-3 Control Interfaces (TCI) defines the interaction of the Executable with TM, 
TL, CD and CH. 

 TTCN-3 Runtime Interfaces (TRI) defines the interaction of the Executable between 
the SUT and PA and SA.    
 

It supports many useful features like message-based communication, importation and mapping 
of external data and timer handling (TTCN-3.org, 2014). Due to its popularity and features, it 
was investigated and considered as a possible solution for the LT. 
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Standard Communication Stack 

Another solution for a LT is to buy a standardized communication stack (on application level) 
that already conforms to the standards. This stack always handles everything correctly, making it 
impossible for negative testing.  

Raw CAN-frames 

There is also one option to implement a test component that sends raw CAN-frames with 
architecture similar to one of the standardized architectures mentioned earlier. 

 

2.7.2 Solutions for the IUT 

As mentioned earlier, many solutions use the standardized test architectures. There are also 
solutions that involve the IUT. Different implementations of the IUT have different impacts on 
what is possible to test. Many test cases are aimed to test specific events when they occur 
between two layers (OSI – model). The following solutions present different options for the IUT.  

FAT 

FAT is described by (Nilsen, 2003) as a framework for automated regression tests of Bluetooth 
stacks. The tester is able to insert messages between the different layers and allow debugging 
feedback. In this way, all the layers are tested separately. 

 

Figure 11. System overview - FAT 
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The system (see figure 11) consists of two main components, the Test System Client (TSC) and 
The Test Layer Component (TLC). The TSC is the client of the framework and executes the 
tests. The TLC makes it possible to inspect messages between the layers of the stack. The 
communication between them both is XML-RPC, a remote procedure call protocol. Each layer 
of the stack has two pointers, passing the message to the upper layer and the layer below. The 
pointers are used to access the message.  

 

Modify SCOMM’s communication stack 

One solution, similar to FAT, would be to modify SCOMM’s communication stack in such way 
that each layer could be tested separately (see table below). The star (*) indicates where specific 
information could be read. 

Table 8. Testing possibilities if the communication stack would be modified 

Application 
layer 

Application 
layer * 

Transport 
layer * 

Application 
layer 

* 
Transport 

layer Transport layer
Data link 

layer 
Data link 

layer Data link layer 
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3 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

 

The following chapter presents the test component’s requirements specification. It also describes 
the chosen solution that is mentioned in chapter 2 and how the decision was made based on the 
evaluation aspects from chapter 1 as well as the stack implementation mentioned in chapter 2.  

3.1 Requirements Specification 

The following requirements were set by Scania at the project start: 

1. All code shall be implemented in C#. 

2. Kvaser’s CanLib API and VCI’s shall be used for diagnostic communication over 
CAN. 

3. It shall be possible to choose which CAN-channel (VCI) to use (including the virtual 
channels in CanLib). 

4. It shall be possible to filter out interesting communication. 

5. It shall be possible to build test sequences in runtime by the test scripts through a 
.NET API.  

6. If there is time: it shall be possible to start several test sequence objects in parallel 
towards different VCI’s at the same time. E.g. add disturbing noise during an on-
going test. 

7. If there is time: it shall be possible to load the test sequences from an XML-file.  

8. If there is time: it shall be possible to record test sequences from (previous) 
intercepted CAN-communication and save them in an XML-file.  

3.2 Chosen Solution 

Buying a communication stack would make it hard to inject invalid data and see that SCOMM 
handles the error frames correctly. Therefore it was ruled out as a possible solution. A modified 
communication stack was not chosen since it would require a modification of the communication 
stack and would not be completely straightforward since the different layers have been merged 
in the implementation. There is also a risk when modifying someone else’s code, that it can 
change its behavior. It is such a big implementation that it would have been helpful if the tester 
was part of the development. The approach requires more time than this thesis allowed. Instead, 
it was better not to be too ambitious and aim to present a reliable result in time.  

TTCN-3 was studied as a possible test script language since it is well spoken of and has great 
testing features. But when comparing it to the features given by .NET, it was ruled out. It would 
have created a lot of extra work to implement the architecture and the features given by TTCN-3 
that already exist in the framework. It might have been a more reasonable choice if a testing 
framework were to be implemented from scratch. The goal when designing software is to keep it 
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simple and effective. Choosing TTCN-3 at this point would violate those goals. Also, the team is 
keen about being as independent as possible from other external products. LTS or a model based 
testing would not be as easily integrated within the existing test framework as Scania required.  
The test component is instead written in .NET/C#. To not close out the benefits of model based 
testing, LBTest was investigated as a possible future gain in test coverage. 

The Distributed test architecture mentioned in Figure 8 was something like the team had 
envisioned before this thesis was stated. There are similarities between the distributed 
architecture and the existing framework. The UT symbolizes SCOMM’s test framework and the 
new component matches the LT. This architecture was chosen since the similarities would to 
make the integration easier between the new component and the existing system. It also made it 
ideal to send raw CAN-frames. The ideal would be (from a testing aspect) if the implementation 
of each layer was separated in different modules. It would easily allow testing to be made from 
each layer. Although, it is possible to test all three layers to some extent since Kvaser’s CanLib 
offers a few helpful features. 

Therefore it was chosen that the test component would build sequences of raw CAN-frames. The 
frames should be sent and then the tester should wait for different events. E.g. “Wait for CAN-
frame X” or “if X milliseconds have elapsed, say that something went wrong”. In this way it is 
possible to e.g. test CAN-frames with reversed sequence order (SCOMM shall return the 
“correct fault”) with the new test component and the functionality in the existing test framework. 

3.3 Concept generation 

The project began with an intense literature study about existing solutions. All solutions 
(mentioned in Section 2.7) were discussed during brainstorming and one solution was chosen. 
Then the project proceeded by analysing features of Kvaser’s CanLib. This was important since 
it would determine the extent of the API and the possibility to test certain features of the stack. 
Then the project entered the implementation phase. To get a complete overview of the end-
product, both class- and object diagrams were designed. It was important to have a static object 
diagram that visualized a possible test sequence. One item of the sequence needed to be able to 
change the direction of the flow and in that way test all possible outcomes of a communication.  

Both diagrams were kept as open documents in case they would require an update due to new 
ideas or insights. At first, a basic CAN API was created to test functions for sending and 
receiving can frames. Then the API grew as new features were added and tested. In the end, the 
component had grown and enabled the test scripts to build test sequences and set CAN-related 
settings and Data link layer properties.  

3.4 Models 

Three models are available in the appendix. A domain model, a class- and object diagram. 

  

3.4.1 Domain Model 

The domain model (Figure 12) shows the new test component and how it relates to SCOMM and 
the existing test framework. The test component is called from the test framework via a test 
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script. The test component executes test cases by communicating through an API that uses 
CanLib to communication with a VCI on a CAN-bus. This communication is received by the 
communication stack that also uses CanLib and sent to SCOMM. SCOMM also has the ability to 
communicate in the opposite direction. After a test sequence, the test component reads the result 
from SCOMM and generates a test result. If SCOMM says “Ok” and the expected answer is 
“Not Ok” then the generated test result will be “FAILED”. But if the answer from SCOMM 
matches the expected answer then the test result will be “PASSED”. 

  

3.4.2 Class Diagram 

The class diagram (Figure 13) shows how all objects in the component are linked together. It 
shows how the test sequence is built by different sequence items. Each item in the sequence 
remembers its previous item. New items are added and a chain of sequence items are linked 
together. 

CommunicationTestSequence is a class that starts executing a test sequence and is called by a 
test script from the test framework (see Figure 1). CommunicationTestSequence creates an 
object instance of the data link layer which implements two interfaces. The class contains three 
important methods. One method is called “Start”. Start initiates a call to the static method 
“ExeucteSequence” which runs on another thread. ExecuteSequence runs the test sequence and 
then returns. A method called “WaitUntilFinished” is used to wait for a test sequence to finish 
before ending a test script. 

CanFrame is a class that contains CAN-frame specific properties such as id, data, data length 
flags and timestamp. It is used to define a CAN-frame that is either received or sent. 

CanFrameReference is a class that allows you to specify a pattern to identify a CAN-frame. 
Each reference frame needs an id, data, a mask indicating the significant bits in the id and a 
corresponding mask for the data. The class has a method that sees if a CAN-frame matches the 
pattern. 

 

SequenceItem is an abstract class that each sequence item derives from. This class links all 
sequence items together.  

The following six classes are sequence items which all have access to result- and report tool 
from the test framework. 

SequenceStart is an item indicating the start of a sequence. A test sequence may contain only 
one SequenceStart.  

ReceiveCanFrame is an item that reads one CAN-frame and compares it to a pattern specified in 
CanFrameReference. If there is a match, the sequence will go on; otherwise the execution will 
be interrupted. 

IfStatement is an item that compares the most recently received CAN-frame with a 
CanFrameReference. The test sequence is branched based on the result of the comparison to 1 of 
two other SequenceItems (see example in 4.3). 

SendCanFrame is an item that sends a CAN-frame specified by a CanFrame object. 
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SequenceError is an item that stops a sequence with a specific error message. It is commonly 
connected to the failed-branch of an IfStatement. 

SequenceEnd is an item that indicates the end of the sequence. 

 

 

These classes below add different features to the test component. 

Timer is a class that allows you to measure the time of a sequence and compare it to a reference 
value. 

DatalinkLayer is a class that implements the two interfaces IDatalinkLayer and 
IDatalinkLayerInternal. The external features from IDatalinkLayer are reached by a test script 
while the internal features from IDatalinkLayerInternal are reached by the test component and 
its sequence items. 

IDatalinkLayer is an interface that is external and is used to set data link related settings such as 
bit rate.  

IDatalinkLayerInternal is an internal interface that specifies methods that open CAN-channels 
and writes- and receives CAN-frames.  

 

3.4.3 Object diagram 

The object diagram (Figure 14) shows a potential sequence of objects from those mentioned 
above. It all starts with CommunicationTestSequence that adds a SequenceStart. The sequence 
may continue with several ReceiveCanFame objects and an IfStatement that changes the 
direction of the flow. If the IfStatement can match the previously received CAN-frame with a 
CAN-frame reference, then the first SendCanFrame object will be executed otherwise the second 
SendCanFrame is executed. Both branches end with a SequenceEnd.  

3.5 Test Cases 

Test cases related to session-, transport- and data link layer were derived from the ISO-standards 
with consideration taken to the stack implementation and the chosen architecture mentioned in 
chapter 3.2. The design and implementation of the component aimed to give the functionality to 
test as many test cases as possible.  

 

3.5.1 Data link layer related test cases 

These test cases show possible ways to test the behaviour when sending CAN-frames of different 
patterns.  

Table 9. A sample of data link related test cases  

Id Descriptions Set-Up Steps ExpectedResult 
1.1 SCOMM can receive a 

CAN-frame 
 Ask SCOMM for a 

request. 
SCOMM acknowledges 

the frame 
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TestComponent 
receives the request and 
sends an arbitrary valid 

frame 

1.2 SCOMM can send a 
CAN-frame 

 Ask SCOMM for a 
request. 

 

TestComponent receives 
the request from 

SCOMM. 
3.1 TestComponent 

answers with different 
priority 

 

Change 
priority 
setting 

Ask SCOMM for a 
request. 

TestComponent 
receives the request and 
sends an arbitrary valid 

frame 

OK 

3.2 TestComponent 
answers with correct 

priority 

Change 
priority 
setting 

Ask SCOMM for a 
request. 

TestComponent 
receives the request and 
sends an arbitrary valid 

frame 

Ok 

3.3 SCOMM answers with 
correct priority 

Filter out 
received 

frame 

Ask SCOMM for a 
request. 

TestComponent 
receives the request and 

compares it with 
reference. 

Received priority is 
equal to the priority 

defined in 
CanFrameReference 

 

4.1 TestComponent 
answers with different 

source address 

Change 
source 
address 

Ask SCOMM for a 
request. 

TestComponent 
receives the request and 
sends an arbitrary valid 

frame. 

SCOMM reports a 
timeout 

4.2 TestComponent 
answers with 

SCOMM’s source 
address 

Change 
source 
address 

Ask SCOMM for a 
request. 

TestComponent 
receives the request and 
sends an arbitrary valid 

frame. 

SCOMM reports a 
timeout 

4.3 
 
 
 
 
 

SCOMM uses the 
correct source address 

Filter out 
source 
address 

Ask SCOMM for a 
request. 

TestComponent 
receives the request and 

compares it with 
reference. 

SCOMM should use its 
own source address 

5.1 SCOMM uses the 
correct “identifier 

pattern” when using 
Diagnostic 

Communication 

 Ask SCOMM for a 
request. 

TestComponent 
receives the request and 

compares it with 
reference. 

Compare with reference 
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5.2 TestComponent sends 
a frame with wrong 
“identifier pattern”. 

 Ask SCOMM for a 
request. 

TestComponent 
receives the request and 
sends an arbitrary frame 

with invalid id. 

SCOMM ignores the 
frame and reports a 

timeout 
 
 
 
 

6.1 TestComponent sends 
a frame with wrong 
“addressing mode” 

Change 
addressing 

mode 

Ask SCOMM for a 
request. 

TestComponent 
receives the request and 
sends an arbitrary frame 
with wrong addressing 

mode. 

SCOMM ignores the 
frame and reports a 

timeout 

 
 

3.5.2 Transport layer related test cases 

These test cases show possible ways to test the behaviour when sending single- and multi frame 
messages with different parameters. 

Table 10. A sample of transport related test cases 

Id Descriptions Set-Up Steps ExpectedResult 
1.1 SCOMM receives valid SF  Ask SCOMM for a 

request. 
TestComponent 

receives the request 
and sends an arbitrary 

SF  

Ok 

1.2 SCOMM receives SF with 
invalid SF_DL <7 

 Ask SCOMM for a 
request. 

TestComponent 
receives the request 
and sends SF with 

SF_DL < 7 

SCOMM 
ignores the 
frame and 

reports a timeout

1.3 SCOMM receives SF with 
invalid SF_DL > 7 

 Ask SCOMM for a 
request. 

TestComponent 
receives the request 
and sends SF with 

SF_DL = 8 

SCOMM 
ignores the 
frame and 

reports a timeout

1.4 SCOMM receives SF with 
invalid SF_DL = 0 

 Ask SCOMM for a 
request. 

TestComponent 
receives the request 
and sends SF with 

SF_DL = 0 

SCOMM 
ignores the 
frame and 

reports a timeout

1.6 SCOMM sends SF  Ask SCOMM for a 
request.  

TestComponent 
receives a valid 

SF 
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2.1 SCOMM sends a FF  Ask SCOMM for a 
multi-frame request. 

TestComponent 
receives the request  

SCOMM sends 
a FF with valid 
PCI and valid 

FF_DL 

3.1 TestComponent sends a 
FC with WAIT 

SCOMM 
sends a FF

Ask SCOMM for a 
multi-frame request. 

TestComponent  
receives a FF and then 

sends  
an FC WAIT, waits 

and then sends an FC 
CTS 

SCOMM takes 
timeout and does 

nothing until 
TestComponent 
sends another 

FC.  

4.1 SCOMM sends the rest of 
the CF with correct 
sequence numbers  

Filter out 
sequence 
number 

Ask SCOMM for a 
multi-frame request. 

TestComponent  
receives a FF and then 

sends  
an FC CTS 

SCOMM sends the rest 
of the CF. 

TestComponent 
receives each CF and 

compares them to 
reference. 

FF has sequence 
number 0 then 

CF = 
1,2,..,F,0,1,...,F 

4.2 TestComponent sends a 
CF without having to send 

FF and FC. 

 Ask SCOMM for a 
request. 

TestComponent 
receives the request 
and sends a valid CF 

SCOMM 
ignores the 
frame and 

reports a timeout

5.1 SCOMM sends multiple 
FF to several addresses 

Several 
VCI 

connected. 
Filter out 

interesting 
addresses. 

Ask SCOMM for a 
request to multiple 

addresses. 
TestComponent 

receives the requests 

Determine what 
is ok, grade 
SCOMM’s 

performance 

6.1 TestComponent send FF 
with FF_DL<8 

 Ask SCOMM for a 
request. 

TestComponent sends 
FF with FF_DL = 0. 

SCOMM 
ignores the 
frame and 

reports a timeout
6.2 TestComponent send FF 

with FF_DL<8 
 Ask SCOMM for a 

request. 
TestComponent sends 
FF with FF_DL = 7. 

SCOMM 
ignores the 
frame and 

reports a timeout
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4 RESULTS 

 

This chapter presents the results from evaluating LBTest. It also presents the result from 
implementing the test component based on the solution mentioned in chapter 3 as well as the 
result from evaluating the test component. I.e. how the new test component stands against the 
requirements “Test Coverage”, “Ease of Use” and “Integration”.  

4.1 LBTest 

The result of evaluating LBTest comes from extensively testing several case studies. Small case 
studies like the cruise control and the 3-floor elevator came with the tool. They are described in 
(Meinke and Sindhu, 2011) and are available for all who like to test, improve and evaluate this 
tool. A bigger case study, made by the Scania group REVE, was also tested. This case study is 
non-public since it is Scania’s own implementation and falls under secrecy. These tests allowed 
the author to present an overall experience of the tool. To answer the question, if the LBTest 
could improve SCOMM testing, the following is worth mentioning. Previous implementations of 
the adapter have been done in Java, Bash and C++. Implementing an adapter in C++ would not 
require an additional IDE since SCOMM already develops C++ software. The GUI requires Java 
runtime which is usually already installed in most computers. The only thing needed to run a test 
is NuSMV model checker. NuSMV can easily be installed and only takes up a few Mb on the 
hard drive.  

The software goes through and presents the result of all possible test cases which may be 
preferable when a new function or subsystem have been implemented. The counterexamples, 
produced by the tool, are left to the user to fix. SCOMM itself is a big and complex system. One 
way to use LBTest would be to test “the support” of different ECUs. Write requirements based 
on the ECUs and make I/O specific tests. LBTest could also be used to test the communication 
stack. According to results from case studies, LBTest is effective and provides the tester with 
usable counterexamples. These counterexamples can be added to a regression test suite and yes, 
it might improve their testing. The case study presented by (Lundmark, 2013) shows an approach 
that could be associated with the behaviour of a communication protocol. This strengthens the 
faith of LBTest and shows a possible extended use. 

Suggestions for improvements that would make it more desirable: 

 Enable to run it from a command line interface. 

 A configuration template that is easy to use. 

 Runtime speedup. 

4.2 Test Coverage 

There seem to be three distinct paths for measuring test coverage. 

1. Requirement coverage 
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2. Extract coverage metrics from an LTS or similar with various heuristic algorithms. 
This means a higher risk of state space explosion. 

3. Use LBT heuristics to extract coverage metrics and therefore avoid state space 
explosion.  

 

In this case, we measure coverage based on the extracted requirements. The test component, with 
the current sequence items, is able to run test cases on data link- and transport level from ISO 
15765. The component also has timer features that allow tests of time limits on a test sequence 
and its items. The timer features along with the internal timeout settings (controlled by CanLib 
when reading and writing to CAN) enables the possibility to perform test cases targeting ISO 
14229. These features are described by the models in Appendix A and in chapter 3.3. The 
extracted test cases are related to how the communication stack is implemented and the features 
that Kvaser’s CanLib offers. That is, there are test cases from ISO 15765 and ISO 14229 that are 
not testable. These test cases require access between each layer which is not possible with the 
current stack implementation. To mention an example from ISO 14229 (Session layer), some test 
cases require time measurements between requests and responses coming from and going to the 
transport layer. It might be possible to write an approximated test but it would probably not be 
valuable since the accuracy is highly questionable.  

All test cases related to the transport layer and data link layer are fully testable. I.e. it is possible 
to send different kinds of single frame and multi frame messages with different parameters and 
frame-patterns. However it is not possible to fully test all cases related to the network layer since 
some of them require time measurements between the data link- and transport/network layer. 
Examples of test cases that are timer related and possible to test are timeouts for 
sending/receiving CAN-frames and time until a CAN-frame has been acknowledged by the 
component. 

To sum this up, the result of the test coverage depends on the stack implementation and the 
chosen architecture. The component covers the transport layer, data link layer, parts of the 
network layer (ISO 15765) and parts of the session layer (ISO 14229). Timer related test cases 
are harder to cover and require high precision measuring which is not possible in this case. 

4.3 Ease of Use 

Each test script is set to be as simple as possible. One test script can briefly be described by 7 
steps:  

1. Create  test sequence object 
2. Set test sequence related settings 
3. Add items to the test sequence  
4. Start the test sequence 
5. Ask SCOMM for a request 
6. Check results from SCOMM and compare with expected outcome. 
7. Wait until the test sequence is finished 

Each item of the sequence is named after its specific function in an informative way. This is, to 
ensure that the tester gets the expected test flow. The first example below is a test script called 
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TransportSingleFrameToSingleFrameTransmission. As indicated, it is a test case related to the 
transport layer and a single frame to single frame transmission between SCOMM and the test 
component. Note the comments in the code, indicating the 7 steps above. 
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private static void TransportSingleFrameToSingleFrameTransmission() 
{     
   try 
   { 
      ReportTool.StartAct("TransportSingleFrameToSingleFrameTransmission"); 
 
      var testSequence = new CommunicationTestSequence(ReportTool, ResultTool); // (1) 
 
      testSequence.DatalinkLayer.Rate = BitRate.CanBitrate250K;    // (2) 
      testSequence.DatalinkLayer.Driver = CanDriver.Virtual1;   // (2) 
 

 int receiveCanFrameId =   
 testSequence.DatalinkLayer.BuildIdPattern(Priority.Prio_0X6,  

0xFA, 0xE6, AddressTypes.Physical); // (2) 
                 

 int sendCanFrameId = testSequence.DatalinkLayer.BuildIdPattern(Priority.Prio_0X6,  
0xE6, 0xFA, AddressTypes.Physical); // (2) 

 
      /************** (3) *********************************************************** 

 SequenceItem nextItem = testSequence.SequenceStart; 
 
      nextItem = nextItem.Add(new ReceiveCanFrame( 

5000,  
new CanFrameReference(receiveCanFrameId, 

                                              new byte[] { 0x02, 0x10, 0x01 }))); 
 
      nextItem = nextItem.Add(new SendCanFrame(new CanFrame( 

  sendCanFrameId, 
                                                     new byte[] { 0x02, 0x50, 0x01 }))); 
      nextItem.Add(new SequenceEnd()); 
      

 *************** (3) ***********************************************************/ 
 
           
      testSequence.Start();  // (4) 
 
      byte[] response; 
      ReportTool.AddStimulus("DefaultEcu.GeneralRequestPure(\"0x1001\")"); 
      ScommHResult hr = DefaultEcu.GeneralRequestPure( 

new byte[] { 0x10, 0x01 },  
out response);   // (5) 

                 
    ResultTool.CompareDirect("Comparing GeneralRequestPure result",  

hr.ToString(), "SN_OK"); 
 

 ResultTool.CompareDirect("Comparing response",       
ConvertByteArrayToString(response), "0x5001"); // (6) 

 
      testSequence.WaitUntilFinished();  // (7) 
 
      ReportTool.EndAct(); 
   } 
   catch (FailedActException e) 
   { 
      ReportTool.ActFailed(e); 
   } 
} 
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Below is an example of how to build a test sequence that can take two directions depending on 
the CAN-frame that is received. The first item receives a CAN-frame within a certain amount of 
time (5000 milliseconds in the example). An IfStatement checks if the ReceivedCanFrame was 
equal to the CanFrameReference.  

The CanFrameReference has a specific id (receiveCanFrameId), mask id (e.g. 0xFFFF), data 
(e.g. 0x02, 0x10, 0x81) and mask data (0xFF, 0xFF, 0xFF). That is, the two last bytes of the id is 
significant and the first three bytes are significant in the data. If the ReceivedCanFrame matches 
the id and data of the first CanFrameReference, the component will send “02 50 81” and then 
end the sequence. Or if it matches the id and data from the second CanFrameReference, then the 
component will send “02 50 01” and then end the sequence. If neither of them matches, then a 
SequenceError will make sure that the execution ends and the test is reported as failed. 

4.4 Integration 

Test cases can be implemented using the same test script template used in the test framework. A 
test script can build and initiate a test sequence from the new test component by calling the class 
CommunicationTestSequence (see figure 1). Test scripts like this are now a part of SCOMM’s 
regression tests and may also be tested manually. The test component uses the existing result- 
and report tools from the test framework. Each SequenceItem reports test comments and test 
results during the execution. The following test script shows how the component is integrated 
into existing test framework and how it can use existing tools. Parts belonging to the component 
are underlined.   

The method Execute initiates the test by setting up a new test case in the report tool and executes 
all necessary test acts. PreRequisite is setting up SCOMM, e.g. making it listen to the right 

SequenceItem nextItem = testSequence.SequenceStart;
 
nextItem = nextItem.Add(new ReceiveCanFrame(5000)); 
 
var ifStatement = nextItem.Add(new IfStatement(new CanFrameReference(   

receiveCanFrameId,  
0xFFFF, 

                               new byte[] {0x02, 0x10, 0x81}, 
                                                       new byte[] {0xFF, 0xFF, 0xFF}))); 
 
nextItem = ifStatement.AddTrue(new SendCanFrame(new CanFrame( sendCanFrameId, 
                                                       new byte[] {0x02, 0x50, 0x81}))); 
nextItem.Add(new SequenceEnd()); 
 
 
var ifStatement2 = ifStatement.AddFalse(new IfStatement(new CanFrameReference(   

receiveCanFrameId,  
0xFFFF, 

                        new byte[] { 0x02, 0x10, 0x01 }, 
     new byte[] { 0xFF, 0xFF, 0xFF }))); 

 
nextItem = ifStatement2.AddTrue(new SendCanFrame(new CanFrame( sendCanFrameId, 
                                                       new byte[] {0x02, 0x50, 0x01}))); 
nextItem.Add(new SequenceEnd()); 
 
ifStatement2.AddFalse(new SequenceError("Did not receive the wanted canframe")); 
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CAN-channel. DatalinkSendCanFrame is a simple test case that checks that SCOMM is able to 
send a CAN-frame. TransportMultiFrameToSingleFrameTransmission checks that SCOMM 
sends a multi frame and that the component answers with a single frame. Each test script may 
also contain a method for PostRequisite if it is necessary for the test case. This test script is just 
an example and the number of test acts must be one or more. 
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namespace TestFramework.TestScripts
{ 
    public class CommunicationStackTests : GenericTestcase 
    { 
 
        public static void Execute(TestData testData) 
        { 
            InitiateTestData(testData); 
 
            try 
            { 
               ReportTool.StartTestCase(TestcaseName); 

    
PreRequisite();  

                 
DatalinkSendCanFrame();  // Test Act 
 
TransportMultiFrameToSingleFrameTransmission();  // Test Act 
 
// PostRequisite(); 
 

 
ReportTool.EndTestCase(); 

            } 
            catch (FailedActException e) 
            { 
                ReportTool.TestCaseFailed(e); 
            } 
            catch (FailedScriptException e) 
            { 
                ReportTool.TestCaseFailed(e); 
            } 
            catch (FailedConfigException e) 
            { 
                throw e; 
            } 
            catch (Exception e) 
            { 
                ReportTool.TestCaseFailed(e); 
            } 
      }  
    

private static void PreRequisite() 
{ 

    ... 
} 
private static void DatalinkSendCanFrame() 
{ 

    ... 
} 
private static void TransportMultiFrameToSingleFrameTransmission () 
{ 

    ... 
} 
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private static void DatalinkSendCanFrame()
{ 
   try 
   { 
      ReportTool.StartAct("DatalinkSendCanFrame"); 
 
      var testSequence = new CommunicationTestSequence(ReportTool, ResultTool); // (1) 
 
      testSequence.DatalinkLayer.Rate = BitRate.CanBitrate250K; // (2) 
      testSequence.DatalinkLayer.Driver = CanDriver.Virtual1; // (2) 
 
  /************** (3) *********************************************************** 
      SequenceItem nextItem = testSequence.SequenceStart; 
 
      nextItem = nextItem.Add(new ReceiveCanFrame(5000)); // Receive any frame 
      nextItem.Add(new SequenceEnd()); 
 
      *************** (3) ***********************************************************/ 
  
      testSequence.Start(); 
             
      byte[] response; 
      ReportTool.AddStimulus("DefaultEcu.GeneralRequestPure(\"0x1001\")"); 
      ScommHResult hr = DefaultEcu.GeneralRequestPure(new byte[] { 0x10, 0x01 },  

   out response); // (5) 
   ResultTool.CompareDirect("Comparing GeneralRequestPure result",  

hr.ToString(), "SN_OK");  // (6)     
 
      testSequence.WaitUntilFinished();  // (7) 
 
      ReportTool.EndAct(); 
   } 
   catch (FailedActException e) 
   { 
      ReportTool.ActFailed(e); 
   } 
} 
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private static void TransportMultiFrameToSingleFrameTransmission() 
{ 
   try 
   { 
      ReportTool.StartAct("TransportMultiFrameToSingleFrameTransmission"); 
      var testSequence = new CommunicationTestSequence(ReportTool, ResultTool); // (1) 
 
      testSequence.DatalinkLayer.Rate = BitRate.CanBitrate250K;  // (2) 
      testSequence.DatalinkLayer.Driver = CanDriver.Virtual1;  // (2) 
 
      int receiveCanFrameId =  

testSequence.DatalinkLayer.BuildIdPattern(Priority.Prio_0X6,  
0xFA, 0xE6,  
AddressTypes.Physical); // (2) 

 int sendCanFrameId =  
testSequence.DatalinkLayer.BuildIdPattern(Priority.Prio_0X6,  

0xE6, 0xFA,  
AddressTypes.Physical); // (2) 

   /************** (3) *********************************************************** 
      SequenceItem nextItem = testSequence.SequenceStart; 
 
   // FF 

nextItem = nextItem.Add(new ReceiveCanFrame(5000,  
new CanFrameReference(receiveCanFrameId, 

                        new byte[] { 0x10, 0x08, 0x10, 0x01, 0x02, 0x03, 0x04, 0x05}))); 
 
      // send FC CTS 
      nextItem = nextItem.Add(new SendCanFrame(new CanFrame(sendCanFrameId, 
                        new byte[] { 0x30, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00}))); 
 
   // the rest of the CF       

 nextItem = nextItem.Add(new ReceiveCanFrame(5000,  
                                new CanFrameReference(receiveCanFrameId, 

                                               new byte[] { 0x21, 0x06, 0x07}))); 
   // send a SF 
      nextItem = nextItem.Add(new SendCanFrame(new CanFrame(sendCanFrameId, 
                        new byte[] { 0x02, 0x50, 0x01, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00}))); 
            
      nextItem.Add(new SequenceEnd()); 
      *************** (3) ***********************************************************/ 
 
      testSequence.Start();  // (4)  
     
      byte[] response; 
      ReportTool.AddStimulus("DefaultEcu.GeneralRequestPure(\"0x1001\")"); 
      ScommHResult hr = DefaultEcu.GeneralRequestPure(new byte[] { 0x10, 0x01 },  

     out response); // (5) 
                 
      ResultTool.CompareDirect("Comparing GeneralRequestPure result", 

   hr.ToString(), "SN_OK");   
      ResultTool.CompareDirect("Comparing response",  

    ConvertByteArrayToString(response), "0x5001"); // (6) 
 
      testSequence.WaitUntilFinished();    // (7) 
      ReportTool.EndAct(); 
    } 
    catch (FailedActException e) 
    { 
        ReportTool.ActFailed(e); 
    } 
}                                                                                          
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5 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

This chapter discuss the result from the previous chapter and presents possible work that the 
future might hold.  

5.1 Discussion 

Test coverage may be improved by more effective test case selection. A test case selection tool 
using a heuristic algorithm should be a better choice than e.g. LTS that is SUT specific. Any 
SUT change may require massive changes to an LTS and has a high risk of state space explosion 
since it depends on parameters that could easily be extended or modified. Therefore an LTS 
should not be a first choice. 

Suggested improvements of the LBTest would make the tool more desirable but there will 
always be a question of taking the time to start using it. There are constant software changes in 
ECUs that require modifications in SCOMM. It means that the tester may need to make changes 
in both the adapter and the configuration files and that is not very optimal. That might lead to a 
less frequent use of LBTest. LBTest could be used to test basic and common features of a 
system. To some extent it might be helpful. The API of the communication stack will not change 
and would be a good choice for LBTest. 

One of the evaluation aspects was test coverage. This was one of the vaguer and diffuse aspects 
to evaluate. Based on the time limit, the approach to extract test cases based on the stack 
implementation and the CanLib features is working and is fully acceptable. This could perhaps 
be improved if someone looked into the stack implementation and used a similar technique as in 
chapter 2.6.4 describing a modified communication stack. This requires caution and may not be 
done without a system backup and extensive testing before and after to ensure that the system 
still is consistent. It may be the answer if the goal is to cover more timer related test cases from 
the network layer and the session layer. 

It may also be improved by combining the existing solution with LBTest, or an LTS approach. 
An LTS approach is most likely to involve much work and would result in a massive state space. 
LBTest may improve test coverage but it should not increase the coverage of timer related test 
cases since it does not change the stack implementation. It may on the other hand find other test 
cases that the tester missed to implement. LBTest may require less time than a “modify 
approach” (such as those mentioned in 2.6.2). A “modify approach” should result in a much 
higher increase of test coverage. 

Other aspects were ease of use and integration. These aspects were achieved in the best way 
possible. The test scripts are conveniently written in C# and use the same template as the existing 
test scripts from the test framework. The test component is written in C# and is placed within the 
same namespace and may use all kinds of existing features that the framework has to offer. The 
way the test sequence is built and the naming convention of each item, aims to be as simple as 
possible, making it easy to write a test script without much knowledge about the component. 
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5.2 Future Work 

Software development and testing is an on-going and never ending process. There are many test 
scripts that are left to be written. Test scripts that cover test cases extracted from the ISO 
standards. There are possibilities to improve the test coverage, either with a modified 
communication stack or with LBTest. This is a possible master thesis project. 

Hopefully further research within LBT will lead to improved versions of the LBTest. Possible 
improvements are the ones mentioned in 4.1. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

 

When performing black box testing, there are two effective ways to go: (1) LBT and LBTest or 
(2) test case selection. LBTest has a bright future with a lot of areas of use and may be a solution 
for the famous test coverage problem that concerns black box testers.   

SCOMM now has a new test component that fulfils the basic requirements specification in 
Section 3.1. The result has been presented in section 4 and evaluated according to the evaluation 
aspects in Section 1.4. The new component is easy to use and is perfectly integrated into the 
existing framework. The test coverage is approved by Scania (since they are aware about the 
limitations) but can be improved. There are two ways that seems to be relevant based on the 
previous discussion. The first one is to modify the communication stack and the second one is to 
use LBTest. Using any other method would implicate a lot of work without improving what 
really is lacking, i.e. timing related tests cases. A modified communication stack would most 
likely result in higher test coverage than LBTest, since the stack implementation prevents some 
test cases to be tested. The optimal solution would be to embrace both. 
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APPENDIX A:  MODELS 

The following models give an overview of the new test component, how it communicates with the 
rest of the domain, a possible test sequence flow and its class diagram. 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Domain model 
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Figure 13. Class diagram 
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Figure 14. Object diagram 
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